Memorialize your loved one with a plaque on our wall of remembrance.

To order your plaque, please visit www.shaaretorah.org or call Matt Oziel, Executive Director at 301-869-9842 ext 115.

Cost per plaque: $360

Book of Remembrance

2018 - 2019

5779

תשי"ט
זכרון
ידידינו
לברכה

May the memories of our loved ones be a blessing
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Geoffrey & Michele Withnell
Lloyd S. Oppenheim
Yetta Oppenheim
Julius Oppenheim
Clara Withnell
Frank Withnell

LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Janet Wolk, Barry & Sammy Shay

LOVINGLY REMEMBERS
The Yolles Family
Anita Proper Glick
Jack Glick
Michael Tobin
Harry Yolles
Ora Yolles

Yom Kippur …… September 19, 2018
Shemini Atzeret …… October 1, 2018
8th Day of Passover …..April 27, 2019
2nd Day of Shavuot ….. June 10, 2019

Yizkor means God Will Remember

The Yizkor Service takes place four times each year:

Yom Kippur,
Shemini Atzeret
(the day between Sukkot and Simchat Torah),
the last day of Passover
and the second day of Shavuot.

The Yizkor Service allows individuals, whether mourning a recent or more-distant loss, to take solace in the words of Jewish tradition and to find comfort among the members of their Jewish community.
There is a time for everything;  
There is a time for all things under the sun. 

_A time to be born and a time to die_  
_A time to laugh and a time to cry_  
_A time to dance and a time to mourn_  
_A time to seek and a time to lose_  
_A time to forget and a time to remember_ 

This day in sacred convocation  
We remember those who gave us life.  

_This day we remember those who_  
_Enriched our lives with love and with beauty,  
With kindness, compassion, thoughtfulness, and understanding._ 

This day we renew the bonds that bind us to those  
Who have gone the way of all the earth.  

_As we reflect upon those  
whose memories move us this day,  
we seek consolation,  
and we seek the strength and insight born of Faith._

Paula, Steve, Mark, Zachary & Shyanne Weisman  
LOVINGLY REMEMBER  
Sylvia Silverman Wallach  
Morris Silverman  
Arthur Weisman  
Lila Weisman  
Sara Kaizen  
Israel Marks  
Gertrude Marks  
Samuel Weisman  
Celeste Weisman  
Frank Mogul  
Tina James Ogen  

The Weisman & Sotzsky Families  
LOVINGLY REMEMBER  
Hyman & Rebecca Sotzsky  
Baruch & Sonia Rosenberg  
Shuka Picman  
Harry L. Sotzsky  
Kalil S. Rosenberg  
Stanley H. Weisman  

Dee, Bob, Jennifer & David Weiss  
LOVINGLY REMEMBER  
Doris & Sidney Coplon
The Usatine Family
LOVINGLY REMEMBERS
Marvin & Jeanette Scopera
Bella & William Usatine
Ilene Kaplan
Selma & Manny Conforti
Albert Kanterman

Joel & Judy Verter
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Harry Verter
Harriet Verter
Fanny Litwin
Samuel Litwin
Leah Gliber
Pesach Gliber

Bob, Lynn, Sam & Josh Weintraub
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Alan Corson
Irving Weintraub
Beatrice Simkins

Wendy Weisbard & Howard Harary
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Robert M. Weisbard
Samuel Weisbard
Larry Muenz

EACH OF US HAS A NAME
(by Zelda; translated by Marcia Falk)

Each of us has a name
given by the Source of Life
and given by our parents

Each of us has a name
given by our stature and our smile
and given by what we wear

Each of us has a name
given by the mountains
and given by our walls

Each of us has a name
given by the stars
and given by our neighbors

Each of us has a name
given by our sins
and given by our longing

Each of us has a name
given by our enemies
and given by our love

Each of us has a name
given by our celebrations
and given by our work

Each of us has a name
given by the seasons
and given by our blindness

Each of us has a name
given by the sea
and given by our death
WHEN I STRAY FROM YOU

When I Stray From You, Adonai, my life is as death; but when I cleave to You, even in death I have life.

You embrace the souls of the living and the dead.

The earth inherits that which perishes.

But only the dust returns to dust; the soul, which is God’s, is immortal.

God has compassion for God’s creatures.

God has planted eternity within our soul, granting us a share in God’s unending life.

God redeems our life from the grave.

During our brief life on earth God gives us choices.

We can cherish hopes, embrace values and perform deeds which death cannot destroy.

May we all be charitable in deed and thought, in memory of those we love who walk the earth no longer.

May we live unselfishly, in truth and love and peace, so that we will be remembered as a blessing, as we this day lovingly remember those whose lives endure as a blessing.
Carol & Morris Solomon
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Ira Westreich
Elaine Westreich
Julius Solomon
Jeanette Solomon
Janie Solomon
Carole Solomon Sarasohn
Adele Trowe

Marshall Spatz
LOVINGLY REMEMBERS
Joseph Spatz
Ethel Spatz
Jennie Skriloff
Isaac Sacks

Jane & John Stasko
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Ed Albom
Lenore Albom

The Tash Family
LOVINGLY REMEMBERS
Ricky & Gil Fleisher
David Tash
Minnie & Nathan Tash
Jean & Maurice Becker
Fay & Leo Lokatz
Minnie & Henry Fleisher
Nettie & Saul Penn
Rose Hilda & Charlie Landsman
Judi Landsman

PSALM 23

A PSALM OF DAVID

ADONAI is my shepherd, I shall not want.
God gives me repose in green meadows
and guides me over calm waters.
God will receive my spirit
and direct me on the right path—
for that is God’s way
Though I walk in the valley of the shadow of death
I fear no harm for You are by my side.
Your staff and Your rod comfort me.
You prepare a banquet for me in the
presence of my foes:
You anoint my head with oils; my cup overflows.
Surely goodness and kindness shall be my portion
all the days of my life,
And I shall dwell in the house of ADONAI
forever.
Sue-Anne, Irwin, Gina, Carly & Samantha Slonin
LOVELY REMEMBER
Samuel & Anne Slonin
Charles & Rose Heftel
Sam & Gertrude Apple
Sylvia Apple
Isadore & Rose Slonin
Claire & Michael Miller
Gordon Miller
Gregg Miller
Edna Weinstein

Howard, Joey & Gabrielle Smiga
LOVELY REMEMBER
Gerdie Smiga
Nathan Smiga
Rosalyn Volk
Abraham Zwirek
Ida Zwirek
Max Posin
Mark Silberman
Morris Sussman
Mila & Al Sobel
LOVELY REMEMBER
Ida Sobel
Ben Zion Sobel
Dora Wartska
David Wartska

Deborah & Jonathan Sokobin
LOVELY REMEMBER
Miriam Sokobin
Adele & Sam Helfman
Lena & Hyman Kaback
Bernard Segal
LOVINGLY REMEMBERS
His wife, Estelle Segal
His parents, Leon & Pauline Segal

Alan & Kara Silbert
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Martin Silbert
Diane Silbert
Ben Silbert
Rida Silbert
Bruce Liebowitz
Stephen Epstein
Martha Wolkoff
Irving Wolkoff
Mae Wolkoff
Edith Liebowitz

Geri & Marc, Josh, Rachael & Hope, Shira, Ari & Emily Sliffman
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Max Smith
Aaron Sliffman
Greta Sliffman
Bubbee Riskin

Julia & Ilya Slutsker
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Leanora Tsadkina
Mira Tsadkina
Clara Sobolev
Alexander Slutsker

Yit'galal v'yt'kadash shmei rabbah
B'alma d'vrah cherutei v'yamlich malchutei
B'chaye'chon u'vyomey'chon
Uv'chayeh d'chol beit Yisrael
Ba'agala u'vzman kariz v'imru amen

Ye'hei shmei rabbah mivorach l'olam oo'l'ulmay ulmaya

Yit'barach v'yishtabach v'yt'pa'ar v'yitromam
v'yitna'sei V'yt'hadar v'yt'hallel v'yithalal
shemi d'kudsha brich-hu

° Li'eila min'kol birchatah v'sheeratah
° Li'eila u'li'eila mi-kol birchatah v'sheeratah
Toosh'b'chata v'nechemata
Da'amiran v'alma v'imru amen

Ye'hey shlama rabbah meen she'maya
V'chayim aleynu v'al kol Yisrael
V'imru amen

Oseh shalom bim'ro'mah
Hu ya'aseh shalom
Aleynu v'al kol Yisrael
V'imru amen
MEDITATION

Our generations are bound to each other as children now remember their parents. Love is strong as death as husbands and wives now remember their mates, as parents now remember their children. Memory conquers death’s dominion as we now remember our brothers and sisters, grandparents, and other relatives and friends. The death of those we now remember left gaping holes in our lives. But we are grateful for the gift of their lives. And we are strengthened by the blessings which they left us, by precious memories which comfort and sustain us as we recall them this day.

A PERSONAL MEDITATION

Eternal God, Master of mercy, give me the gift of remembering. May my memories of the dead be tender and true, undiminished by time, not falsified by sentimentality. Let me recall them, and love them, as they were.

Give me the gift of tears. Let me express my sense of loss, my sorrow, my pain, as well as my gratitude and my love.

Give me the gift of prayer. May I confront You with an open heart, with trusting faith, unembarrassed and unashamed.

Give me the gift of hope. May I always believe in the beauty of life, the power of goodness, the right to joy. May I surrender my being, and the soul of the dead, to Your eternal compassion.

Jennifer, Joel, Max, Sophie & Alexa Schnur
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Max & Felicia Schulz
Sylvia & Raoul Maarec
Herman & Ruth Lichaw
Arthur Schnur

Marlene, Jay, Brian & Aaron Schwartz
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Gladys Schwartz
Abraham Schwartz
Barbara Auerbach
Millie Auerbach
Ada Rubin
Louis Rubin
Pearl Pluss
Jacob Pluss
Joel Schwartz
Renee Pluss
Nathan Pluss
Henry Auerbach
Harold Kuptzin
Lenore Kuptzin

Stacy, Sorin, Jared, Tyler & Hailey Schwartz
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Larry Kaback
Sheila Kaback
Anne & John Sandler
Rachel & Alexander Schwartz
The Rosenberg Family
LOVINGLY REMEMBERS
  Rhea Francis Klein
  Gregory Berger

Alyce Ross
LOVINGLY REMEMBERS
  David Ross
  Sheldon Lokos
  Anne Lokos

Sylvia Ruff
LOVINGLY REMEMBERS
  Irwin Ruff
  Samuel & Rose Ruff
  Frieda & William Kingsberg

Essie Schloss & Family
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
  Allen Schloss
  Jacob Ablow & Sarah Ablow
  Lieber Obstein
  Fannie Obstein
  Kiever Obstein
  Louis Ablow & Bertha Ablow
  Philip Ablow

Kathy, Jon, Lindsay, Steve & Bobby Abbett
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
  Richard Abbett
  Lottie Roses
  Pam & Tom Barclay
  Kathryn Barclay

Corrin Ferber, Brian, Alec & Isabella Abraham
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
  Evlyn Pachtman Ferber
  Frieda Becker Pachtman
  Irving Pachtman
  Benjamin Pachtman
  Bessie Levine
  Sam Levine
  Sarah Abraham
  Fred Abraham

Fay & Isaac Adato
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
  Albert Adato
  Rose Buchner
  Gordon Buchner

Lisa, Marcus, Hannah & Audrey Aron
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
  Sidney Aron
  Freda Daniel Aron
  Herbert Stein
  Hannah Goodman Aron
  Max Aron
  Andrew Bailey
  Dorothy Bailey
Susan & Howard Baker
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Sheldon Michaels
Bernice Michaels
George Michaels
Rose Koss
George Koss
Rae Michaels
Saul Michaels
Anne Baker
Jennifer Baker
Albert Baker

Joan Barr, Judy Barr &
Mike, Davis & Anderson Recker
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
David Barr
Meta & Rudolf Abraham
Edith & Hyman Barr
Justus & Ida Siedenberg
Tilla Weinmann
Herbert Harf
Lenore Recker

Anita & Phillip Barsky
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Abraham Barsky
Flora Barsky
Sol Klansky
Dorothy Klansky
Arlene Grodner
Steven Busch

Rabbi Mark & Diane Raphael
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Ted Spitz
Evelyn Spitz
Judith Spitz
Norma Raphael
Paul Raphael

Amy & Philip Raskin
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Marsha Raskin
Barry Levine

The Robinson-Dorsky Family
LOVINGLY REMEMBERS
Alvin & Claire S. Dorsky
Robert & Frances Robinson
Pauline & Herman Percher

Perri, Michael, Jake & Adam Rosen
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Adele & Henry Shapiro
Lenny Goodman
Molly & William Rosen
Herbert Rosen
Harvey Goodman
Joshua Goodman
Blanche & Isadore Hersh
Sydnor Shapiro
Ginny Goodman
Marvin Jackson
Bebecca, Richard, Elaine & Jonathan Prigal
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Fannie & Lewis Weintraub
Elaine Prigal
Herman Prigal
Henia & Meyer Weintraub
Isaac & Rebecca Goldberg
Marien & Al Felker
Warren Kaufman
Elizabeth Weintraub
Brina & Arnold Pearlman
Minnie & Samuel Kaufman
Abraham Wostein
Sophie & William Prigal
Anita & Jack Goldberg
Isadore & Myra Goldberg

Debbie Quintal
LOVINGLY REMEMBERS
Allan Baron
Nathan & Anne Levy

Emily, Mark, Matan & Devir Radel
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Elizabeth & William Litt
Bernice & Morton Miller
Lillian & Maurice Bishko
Eleanor & Herman Radel
Dorothy & Will Salesky
Jack Miller

Allison Gordon-Beecher, Ken, Maryn & Jordan Beecher
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Marvin Gordon
Sandra Levinstone
Jules & Thelma Abrams
Harold & Sylvia Gordon
Hilda Kalotkin
Jacob & Elaine Beecher
Julian & Charlotte Kalotkin
John Eichenberger

The Belman & Frank Families
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Melva & Maurice Yonover
Ruth & David Belman
Naomi Olds

Laura & Ari Benjaminson
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Morris A. Benjaminson
Anna & Abraham Benjaminson
Barbara & JD Kisber
Frieda & Louis L. Levy
Betty Levy Hodges
Deidre Sokol

Leela Berman Greenblott & Joseph Greenblott
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Benton Berman
Carl Berger
LOVINGLY REMEMBERS
Robert & Irving Berger
Joseph Cohen
Milton Hollander
Samuel & Florence Hollander
Morris & Sara Berger
Selma Berger
Leonard Berger

Sheila, David, Janel & Sonya Berlinger
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Arnold & Sylvia Heft
David & Jeannette Feldman
Bruce Feldman
Geri Singleton
Janel Pustilnik
Sol & Shirley Lesser
Abe & Ruth Berlinger
Marilyn Berlinger
David Berlinger

David, Judith, Joshua, & Ariel Bernstein
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Carole A. Rabinowitz
Herbert Louis
Eileen Karp
Jacob Shohet
Salha Shohet
Alexander Bernstein
Gertrude Bashman
Florence Berkowitz
William Rabinowitz
Ida & Victor Appelblatt
Joe Schochat
Alan Stoller

Harold Pfeffer
Naomi, Michael, Sara, Rebecca & Ariel Pollard
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Larry Lampert
Ed Samiljan
Annette & Mel Lubow
Minna & Jack Annis
Dora & Hyman Lampert
Arnold Dollin
Moris & Molly Pollard

Judy & David Potasznik
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Milton Potasznik
Harold Schaffer
Sylvia Schaffer
Naomi Jura

Jane, Larry, Erin, Ben & Stephanie Prigal
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Elaine Prigal
Herman Prigal
Warren Kaufman
Abraham Wostein
Gertrude Cohen
Max & Sara Eagle
Jeanette & Sam Jackson
Barney & Mildred Barab
Minnie & Sam Kaufman
Marian & Alfred Felker
William & Sophie Prigal
Gertrude & Jay Cohen
Betty Levy Hodges
Cheryl, Todd, Mia & Seth Pearce

LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Sonny Klaff

The Penn Family
LOVINGLY REMEMBERS
Jerome Bernstein
Phyllis Bernstein
Lawrence Penn
Adele Penn
Joyce Raum

The Perreault-Pearlman Family
LOVINGLY REMEMBERS
Douglas Paul Perreault
Ellen Carol Segal
Stanley & Helen Pearlman
Marcie & Richard Perreault
Irving & Beverly Segal

The Perry Family
LOVINGLY REMEMBERS
Marjorie Perry
Robert Millman
Henry & Alan M. Perry
Israel & Helen Perry
Sam & Ruth Bornstein
Lenard & Lil Millman
Al & Rose Catzva

Andrea & Jonathan Pfeffer
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Frances Rebecca Blum
Regina Lang Pfeffer

Eugene Blacher, Robert, Eileen, Erica & Sam Stein,
Geoff, Karen, Josh & Zach Bernstein

LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Olga & Paul Farfel
Anna & Louis Blacher
Harvey Blacher
Edith Farfel Blacher

Bryna Blaine
LOVINGLY REMEMBERS
Paul Z. Kamel
Dorothy T. Kamel
Max & Clara Kamel
Beryl & Bessie Tongue

Rabbi Jacob Blumenthal, Marci Harris-Blumenthal,
Jory & Renana

LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Werner Blumenthal
Wayne & Ruth Harris
Helen Liptz

Danielle & Randy Bograd
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Leonard Bograd
Marge Bograd
Maurice Hatwell
Jenny Hatwell
Ronald Hatwell
Joe Wasserman

Ruth & Maddie Bonchick
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Anna Bonchick
Robert Bonchick
Jennifer & Jason Brodsky
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Barry Brodsky
Adrienne Korr

Lenore & Jonathan Bromberg
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Charles & Anne Streifer
Jacob & Lillian Bromberg
Philip Bromberg
Alan Hall
Miriam Bromberg

Richard Brucker & Family
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Harry Brucker
Norma Brucker
Josef Brucker
Bella Brucker
Moe Simkin
Annie Simkin

Susan & Johnny Cahn
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Anne Steinberg
Harry Steinberg
Edith Cahn
Ludwig Cahn
Fred Steinberg
Abraham Steinberg
Gussie Steinberg

Eleanor Cohen
LOVINGLY REMEMBERS
Cary Cohen

Jessica Olevsky, David Goldstein & Family
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Samuel Goldstein
Sara Trabish
Leo Trabish
Daniel Metzler
Ruth Metzler
Joseph Olevsky
Jacob Olevsky
Rose Marks Olevsky
Estelle Olevsky

Diane & Harold Ostrow
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Harriet Glassman
Paul Glassman
Minnie Ostrow
Barnett Ostrow
Gladys Tarlow
Ellen Weidner

Rachel & Matt Oziel
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Barbara Levy Kisber
Joseph D. Kisber
Frieda S. Levy
Louis L. Levy
William Nomberg
Thelma Nomberg
Samuel Waksman
Ida Waksman
Moshe Oziel
Sultana Oziel
Alfred Okum
Alyson & Joan Meiselman
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Marian D. Hatton
Arthur B. Hatton
Bessie R. Meiselman
S. Harry Meiselman

Betsy, Steve, Allyson & Julia Meltzer
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Mimie Meltzer
Daniel Antzoulatos

Toby, Joel, Sam & Jeffrey Morse
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Jay David Fischer
Jessica Kiva Fischer
Ruth Fischer
Sophie & Paul Simon
Eva & Leo Sussman
Joyce Stein

Rachel, Danny, Rebecca & Sammy Navarro
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Irene G. Navarro

Ken, Julianna, Hannah, Zoe & Hailey
Nechin & Annette Bicher
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Henrietta Nechin
Herbert Nechin
Aida Bicher
Rivka Shani

Miriam, Steve, Seth & Joshua Cohen
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Rose Goltz
Albert Goltz

Louise Corso & Edward Myers
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Lillian Corso
Milton Myers
Paula Myers
Emily Corso
Babette Corso

Toby & Jo Costanzo
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Milton Al & Mildred Siegel
Eugene Ross Baer
Daniel Adam Baer

David, Sara & Saide Coxe
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Henry Thomas Coxe
Harry Coleman Sunshine
P. Judith Sunshine
Irving "Jeff" Sunshine
Marc Loren Sunshine

Amy, Jeremy, Ben & Noah Cubert
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
David Feldman
Aaron & Henrietta Shapiro
Charlotte Lutwak
Sheila Danoff
LOVINGLY REMEMBERS
Jerry Danoff
Shirley & Jack Zoltrow
Phyllis Ann Zoltrow
Bess and Sam Danoff
Aunt Irene Wexler
Leslie Hartstall Berkowitz
Goldie Schneider
Phyllis & Ron Friedlander

Lynn, Karl, Benjamin & Sarah Dicker
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Betty Dicker
Della Leibowitz
Sol Leibowitz
Blanche Goldman
Sol Goldman
Fred Eppsteiner
Sandy Raibman
Diana Eppsteiner
Robert Leibowitz

Stefanie & Howard Draisen
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Samuel Draisen
Judy Glassman
Isadore Petersile

Johann & Kenneth Dretchen
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Barry Dretchen
Helen Dretchen
Robert Dretchen
Meyer & Mildred Saffer

Alan Siegel
Shelley, Jeff & Matthew Lowinger
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Zehuva Kaminetzky
Morris Kaminetzky
Rae Schwelling
Audrey Lowinger

Michelle, David, Rachel & Danielle Margolis
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Rita Krakower Margolis

Sherry Marlowe, Dara Greenwald & Family
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Geraldine Greenwald
Estelle Marlowe
Eugene Marlowe
Dale Salm
Sara Lieber
Norman Lieber
Henry Kronhaus
Eleanor Kronhaus
Deidre Rindner

Barbara & Kevin McGowan
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Alice McGowan
William McGowan
Gene McGowan
Mark Goodman
Gertrude Blum
Lottie Neuburger
Nathan Blum
Sidney Neuburger
Fannie Mae Okum
ROBERTA G. GROPPER
CONNIE & ALAN LISS
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
DINA & KALMAN JACOBSON
JOSEPH JACOBSON
LILLIAN & BERYL LISS
DEBRA LISS
SAUL ROSENBERG

LESLEY, LEE, TALIA & SOREN LLOYD
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
BARBARA STEIN
PHILIP STEIN
ADA & SAM STEIN
ROSE & MORRIS LUCHANS
SIDNEY LLOYD
BERNARD LLOYD

DOROTHY LLOYD
LOVINGLY REMEMBERS
BERNARD LLOYD
ALFRED & ANNA GOLDBERGER
CHARLES & IDA LLOYD
SAMUEL & IDA KAPLAN
LEO STEVENS & SIDNEY LLOYD

JUDITH & ANDREW LOEB
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
LILLIAN “LIBBY” GREENSTEIN
NATHAN GREENSTEIN
CLARENCE H. LOEB
BESSIE BONDY

SUSAN LOVICH-SIEGEL, RALPH, JACOB, RYAN & ALLISON SIEGEL
LOVINGLY REMEMBER

SUE & DANIEL ECKSTEIN
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
EDITH KRITT
LEWIS JACOBS
MAE & ALBERT MUKASEY
HARVEY JACOBS

EHERNSTEIN FAMILY
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
DEBORAH EHERNSTEIN

JEANNE, JEFF, RACHEL, BETH & REUBEN ELLINPORT
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
BEN & ROSE SCHWARTZ
ABE & FAYE ELLINPORT
ROBERT & BARBARA ELLINPORT
HARRY & REBA HERMAN
SAM & FANNYE ROSEN
DAVID & LUella LIEBERMAN
SYDNEY & BESSIE GOLDMAN

SAM ELOWITCH, LEAH BINDER,
DAUNA BINDER, HENRY ELOWITCH & FANYA ELOWITCH
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
HAROLD BINDER
HENRY J. BINDER
FRANCES & JULIUS “YUDY” ELOWITCH
JOSEPH & FRANCES LYONS
JOEL & LINDA ABRROMSON
JACQUELINE HILL
DWIGHT GREENDALL & ARDYTH NEDRA RAND WEBB
AMY TAVROW
BRIAN WEBB
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Martha & Jim Feldman
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Florence Feldman
Edwin Feldman
Charles Ellington

Nan & Steve Fine
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Beverly Banks Breslau
Martin Rogovin
Sharon Ellen Fine

Fran, Ken, Jenna, Jordan & Evan Finkelstein
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Lynne Finkelstein
Eleanor Finkelstein
Lester & Lottie Finkelstein
Samuel & Gertrude Sokol
Joseph & Gussie Silverstein
Emma & Joseph Richman
Abby Silverstein

The Fischthal Family
LOVINGLY REMEMBERS
Elinor & Leonard Reamer
Barbara Rush
Lynda Reamer
Fay & Nathan Holzman
Libby & Stuart Buchman
Cora Brazinsky
Robyn Cain
Karen Kivitz

Walter Ames
Harlene, Larry, Shoshana & Danielle Lasday
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Stanley Lasday
Edwin Schoen
Shirley Schoen
Samuel Bachner
Shirley Bachner

Bonnie Richter & Alan Levin
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Alyce Matlick Richter
Joseph Simon Richter
Kenneth Sperling
Goldie Levin
Meyer Levin
Lena Ziff

David Levy & Family
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Isadore & Betty Levy

Ellen & Gerald Link
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Selma & Leo Bloomgarden
Ruth & Ted Link
Paul Bloomgarden

Elisa & Richard Linowes
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
David F. Linowes
Dorothy W. Linowes
Sol M. Linowitz
Evelyn Z. Linowitz
R. Robert Linowes
Ada Linowes
Susan Linowes Allen
The Kessler Family
LOVINGLY REMEMBERS
Peter Hoch
Matthew & Sylvia Kessler
Klara & Joseph Hoch
Gerda & Kurt Rothschild
Lillian & Bernard Horowitz
Izadore & Mary Kessler
Karen Wilkowsky
Joshua Bluestein

Oksana Klebs & Robert Rozental
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Elmer Alvin Klebs

The Klemow Family
LOVINGLY REMEMBERS
Shirley "Diane" Mishael
Mayer R. Mishael

Karen, Mike, Frances & Josh Lasday
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Barbara Andelman
Julian Andelman
Stanley Lasday
Samuel Bachner
Shirley Bachner
Adri Eisman
Paula Kirsch
Jessica Fischer

Karla Forest, Hailey & Kelsey Lubliner
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Harvey Forest

Toby Frank & Family
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Beatrice & Joseph Frank
Edith Frank
Barbara Schrum
Marion & Irving Frank
Sophie & Sam Gesson

Adam Frieder
LOVINGLY REMEMBERS
Marcus A. Frieder
Ruth & William Simon
Frances M. Frieder
David & Estelle Rogol

Sarah, Paul, Zoey & Mazie Fronstin
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Howard Fronstin
Robert Winston
Violet & Fred Winton
Betty & Ben Fronstin
Barbara & Lewis Jackson
Frances & Sam Schneider
Barry & Mae Winton
Oscar & Rose Szego
Bunny & Leonard Kravitz
Thelma & Herb Harchick
Hillary & Tom Gebler
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Shirley Sloane
Robert Sloane
Allan Gebler

Lois Geller & Irwin Cohen
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Ron Geller
Fay & Jerome Schwartz
Rose & Harold Geller
Debby Cohen
Jodi Goodman

Howard & Adam Gershen & Donna Shakin
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Alvin Shakin
Miriam Brown
Bodie Fairfax Koffman
Ken Gershen
Sydell Laskowitz
Evelyn & Irving Shakin
Ray Seidner

Jenna, Dan, Bennett & Bryce Goldblatt
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Peter Seiden
Mark Goldblatt
Charlotte & Leon Berger

Julie, Howard, Adam, Samara & Marleigh Kass
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Robert S. Kass
Ada Bosten
David Bosten
Sidney Kass
Adele Tannenbaum
Sam Tannenbaum
Mollie Schwartz
Lillian Ginsberg
Max Ginsberg
Florence Greenberg
David Greenberg

Harold Katz
LOVINGLY REMEMBERS
Howard Katz
George Katz
Isabelle Katz
Eda Malneckoff
Rita Werner
Henry Werner

Fran Kemp
LOVINGLY REMEMBERS
Ira Kemp

Ronny, Henrique, Gilad & Gabriel Kempenich
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Geraldo Kempenich
Silvia Kempenich
Herbert Weinstein
Aileen, Ray, Risa & David Horn
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Jason Horn
Rosalie Brayman
Helen Haber
Lia Imas
Leon Imas
Maria Gruner
Isaac Gruner
Mary Jeweler
Itke Zular
Rose Goldenhorn
Jack Friedman
Miriam Gruner
Juan Gruner

Liz Jackson
LOVINGLY REMEMBERS
Marvin S. Jackson
Dr. Barney B. Barab
Mildred L. Barab
Samuel Jackson
Jeannette B. Jackson
Bernard Bronk
Robert Bronk
Barbara B. Levitt

Pamela Gold & Family
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Rosalyn Volk
Ann Goldblatt
Keith Goldblatt
Sylvia Poff
Connie Volk
Florence Volk
Esther & Jackie Lyon
Gerdie & Nathan Smiga

Ann & Bruce Goodman & Family
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Pearl & Lou Reis
Gladys & Harry Black
Jodi Allison Goodman
Ronald Geller
Shelley Lipsman
Tessie & Herman Moss

Linda & Greg Gore
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Minnie Gore
Louis Gore
Benjamin Friedman
Sadie Friedman
Sophie Gore
Albert Gore
Dorothy Bogue
Joseph Bogue
Ron, Nora, Raia & Sara Kushnick Gorfinkel
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Samuel Jared Kushnick
Jerrold Howard Kushnick
Helen Gorman Kushnick

Bari & Brian Handelman
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Steven Handelman
Austin Cohen

Jackie & Larry (Chick) Hefter
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Claire Zimand Miller
Michael Miller
Rose Heftter
Charles S. Hefter

Marion Hoch
LOVINGLY REMEMBERS
Peter Hoch
Hani & Israel Wahlfisch
Joseph Hoch
Clara Hoch
Gerda Rothschild
Kurt Rothschild
Karen Wilkowsky
Klara Strass

The Hochberger Family
LOVINGLY REMEMBERS
Melvin Stavis
Betta Hochberger Stavis
Norman Stavis
Ellen Hochberger
Fred Hochberger Jr.
Marjorie Evelyn Jacobs Hochberger
Fred Hochberger Sr.
Rose Jacobs Cohane
Beth Miriam Avery

Marsha & Ted Hopp
LOVINGLY REMEMBER
Henry Hopp
S. Elmira Hopp
Estelle Segal
Bert Levy